
 

  

 

 
 
 

  
10 Tips for the successful 
implementation of Team 
Based Learning 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 TIP #1   MAKE SURE STUDENTS ARE ON BOARD 

Team Based Learning (TBL) will only be successful if both 
staff and students are 100% committed to embracing this 
new learning and teaching method. Therefore, it is 
important to ensure your students understand what TBL is 
and why you are implementing it in your unit. 

It’s likely that you may encounter initial resistance from 
students. This may be because: 

• TBL requires more preparation outside of class 
than they are probably used to 

• Previous negative experiences with group 
assignments from other units may make them 
unwelcome to the idea of groupwork and team 
grades 

• Regular in-class tests/quizzes may also be 
looked upon unfavourably 

Addressing and alleviating these concerns is essential to 
ensure students are on board with TBL. This can be done 
during Orientation (your first class), by educating your 
students on what TBL is, how it works, and its advantages 
over traditional learning methods. 

Once students realise the benefits of TBL – for example, 
that it better prepares them for the workplace, or that 
teams usually score higher than individuals in class tests 
(Conroy, J. et al., 2012) – they will be more open to TBL 
and more enthusiastic about taking an active role in their 
learning. 
 

 TIP #3   COMMUNICATE AND CO-ORDINATE WITH 
YOUR PEERS 

Just as TBL students will be working as a team to solve 
problems, you are encouraged to work collaboratively 
with other teaching staff – both in co-ordinating with 
other unit directors, and by seeking feedback on your 
TBL module from a knowledgeable peer. 

Co-ordinating with other unit directors is particularly 
important when TBL is being implemented across 
multiple units. If students are being overloaded with 
pre-class work from different units or have multiple 
tests on the same day, they may become overwhelmed 
and frustrated, and ultimately feel resentful towards 
the TBL method (Levine, R. & Hudes, P., 2014). 
 

 

 TIP #4   CHOOSE THE RIGHT ROOM 
 

A TBL class is vastly different from a traditional 
lecture, and requires a shift in the usual 
student/teacher relationship. Your role as an 
educator shifts from delivering content to facilitating 
discussions, and this shift should be reflected in the 
room in which you conduct your classes in. 
 

A large amphitheatre typically used for lectures is not 
very suitable for TBL as you may be tempted to slip 
back into a traditional “sage on stage” role, rather 
than being the “guide on the side”. As well as this, the 
chairs in these types of rooms are fixed in place, and 
do not lend themselves well to working in small 
groups. 
 

Ideally, your TBL classroom should be flat, with small 
tables so that students can sit around them and 
clearly see and hear all team members (Levine, R. & 
Hudes, P., 2014). It is important to create an 
“environment for engagement” (Rogers, C.R., 1969), 
and running your classes in an appropriate room will 
help this process and enhance the overall delivery of 
your unit. 

 TIP #2   DON’T OVERLOAD YOUR STUDENTS 

Whilst TBL can be extremely effective in increasing 
student enthusiasm and engagement in class, too much of 
anything can do more harm than good. 

When designing and running your TBL module, try to 
avoid overloading your students with: 

• Too much pre-cla ss work: Take care not to assign 
unnecessarily long or difficult readings and consider 
the situational factors surrounding students such as 
personal, work or study commitments they may have 
outside of class. 
If there is a large amount of content to cover, 
prioritise the core knowledge needed and try to break 
up the content into smaller chunks to ensure that 
students are given a manageable workload. 

• Excessive testing: Keep in mind that you don’t need 
to administer Individual Readiness Assurance Tests 
(IRATs) and Team Readiness Assurance Tests 
(TRATs) for every application session. 

• Too ma ny peer eva lua tions: A mid-session and an 
end-of-session evaluation is enough. Too many 
throughout the unit may interfere with group 
cohesion. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 TIP #5   KEEP TIME IN MIND 

Typically, a TBL unit is comprised of about 5-7 modules. Within each module, approximately 1 hour should be dedicated 
to the Readiness Assurance Process, followed by 1-3 hours of multiple Focused Application Tasks (FATs). 

It is also important that you allow enough time for facilitating class discussions, to ensure that a variety of arguments can 
be brought forward (Gullo, C. et al., 2015). Discussions should take up at least half the time allocated. For example, if your 
Readiness Assurance Process takes up 1 hour of class time, you should allow at least 30 minutes for discussion and 
clarification after the IRATs, TRATs and appeals process. 

Of course, this is only a guide, and will depend on the nature and timeframe of your unit. The important thing to 
remember is to allow sufficient time for discussion and review. 

You’ll have to keep a close eye on the time during class in order to stay on schedule and not neglect any steps. This means 
being realistic about the number of questions you assign, as well as tactfully cutting short any overly long student 
responses (Gullo, C. et al., 2015). 

 TIP #6   FORM EFFECTIVE TEAMS 

Forming teams that are balanced and diverse is crucial to 
ensure TBL is successfully implemented in your unit. 

It is strongly encouraged that you form the teams, not your 
students: 

• This eliminates potential alliances between 
members, formed from either pre-existing 
relationships or shared characteristics such as 
culture or nationality. Such alliances may be 
disruptive to the group, generating tension and 
hindering overall development. 

• This also prepares students for real-life workplace 
environments, where they might not always get to 
choose the team they work with. 

Remember to equally distribute student qualities such as 
individual strengths/potential academic advantages, 
personality styles and demographics. By doing this, you’ll 
ensure that teams are comprised of a variety of 
perspectives and are all on a level playing field for class 
debates and discussions. 

You can also opt to randomise the team formation process. 

 TIP #7   CREATE ENGAGING QUESTIONS 

No matter how much thought you’ve put into making 
sure students are onboard with TBL, assigning 
suitable readings, or designing an incentive 
structure, your module will not be successful if your 
exercises are poorly designed – i.e. too simple or 
easy or not relevant to students’ future careers. 

Incorporating all four S’s – Significant Problem, 
Same Problem, Specific Choice and Simultaneous 
Report – is essential when creating FATs. Once you 
have something to work with, ask yourself the 
following questions regarding your exercises: 

• Do they require students to make a specific 
choice? 

• Are they complex enough that they require the 
combined efforts of all team members to 
solve? 

• Are they tied to my unit’s learning objectives? 
• Are they relevant– i.e. am I giving my students 

an opportunity to learn how to do something 
aligned with what they see themselves doing 
in the future? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 TIP #8   BE A FACILITATOR, NOT A LECTURER 

One of the most challenging aspects of TBL is learning to shift from a “sage on stage” role to a “guide on the side”. Whilst 
you may be more accustomed to delivering content, rather than facilitating discussions between groups of students, it is 
important not to slip back into the role of lecturer. 

It is recommended to start devising a facilitation strategy before the discussion even starts. This can be done while 
student teams are answering their TRATs, by observing their results in real time. If all teams have different answers to a 
particular question, you may decide to facilitate an inter-team debate for teams to defend their choices. Or, if a certain 
team answers correctly but others are struggling, you could invite this team to explain their reasoning to the class.  

When facilitating, try to follow the 90:10 rule: listen for 90% of the time, and talk for 10% of the time (Silberman, M. & 
Auerback, C., 2011). Gullo, C. et al. (2015) also suggest eliciting answers – rather than simply giving them away – to avoid 
ending the discussion. It’s best to ask questions which encourage students to clarify their argument and teach concepts 
to one another, for example: 

• “What evidence supports this claim?”, or 
• “What given information led you to choose Option A over Option B?” 

Remember that students are closer to each other knowledge-wise and skills-wise, so they are likely to have a solid 
understanding of what concepts their peers might be struggling with. Therefore, they are often better than any faculty 
member at teaching these concepts to one another (Levine, R. & Hudes, P., 2014). 

Only after the discussion has finished should you reveal the answers and deliver any important content. This provides 
closure for the more challenging concepts and reassures students that they are taking away the correct information from 
the lesson (Gullo, C. et al., 2015). 

 TIP #9   HOLD STUDENTS ACCOUNTABLE 

For TBL to be successfully implemented, students must be held 
accountable for both their individual and group efforts. 

If you only grade students on their individual efforts, this will 
make them less motivated to contribute to team activities. In the 
same way, grading only groupwork will leave room for some 
students to rely on their teammates for ideas and barely 
contribute at all (Levine, R. & Hudes, P., 2014). 

Keep this in mind when designing the incentive structure for 
your unit, and consider allocating a percentage of your students’ 
grade to both IRATs and TRATs, as well peer evaluation marks. 
Just remember that at least 50% of a summative group work 
assessment should be allocated to individual performance. 

Accountability can also be reinforced during class discussions, 
where individual students will need to address the class and 
defend their team’s argument. In order to avoid the same 
students electing to speak each time, the decision on who will 
represent the team should be left in your hands – or, better yet, 
randomised so no student feels “picked on”. 

When students realise they could potentially be called upon to 
speak at any time, this will motivate them to be well-prepared, 
enforcing individual accountability. They will also want to 
ensure all team members are equally as prepared and can 
successfully represent the team if they are nominated to speak, 
which puts group accountability into play (Gullo, C. et al., 2015). 

 TIP #10   REVIEW AND REFLECT 

As TBL class time is focused on the 
application of knowledge – rather than 
learning the content which is done 
outside of class – students may not 
realise just how much they have learnt 
throughout the unit, and may worry that 
they are not adequately prepared for 
their final exams (Michaelsen, L.K. & 
Sweet, M., 2008). 

For this reason, it is recommended that 
you review the main concepts at the end 
of class, to help students recognise what 
they have achieved (Levine, R. & Hudes, 
P., 2014). You should also make explicit 
connections between class exercises and 
final exams. Remember, most students 
are accustomed to attending content-
heavy lectures, so it is only natural they 
feel a bit uneasy about leaving class 
without countless pages of notes. 
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